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Abstract: The design of bottom-overhead (or lift-up) buildings is advantageous in improving the
thermal environment of high-density cities and enhancing the comfort level of occupants’ activity
space on the ground floor. This study aims to investigate the impact of multiple architectural
design variables on the ground floor overhead area of slab-like and tower high-rise residential
buildings from the perspective of pedestrian-level thermal comfort with ENVI-met simulations and
Standard Effective Temperature (SET*) evaluation. The design variables of the 25 tested models
include the number of continuously arranged buildings, aspect ratio, overhead form, overhead space
height, positions of overhead space enclosures, and openness degree, derived from existing overhead
buildings in Chongqing. The results demonstrate that when the number of continuously arranged
buildings and the aspect ratio increase, the overhead area has a more comfortable environmental state,
while the overhead height is negatively correlated. In addition, when the enclosures are on opposite
sides and their openness degree is 0.75–0.5, the area tends to be more comfortable. For slab-like
buildings, the thermal comfort of the partial-overhead form is the worst while the semi-overhead
form is relatively better. However, the overhead form has no significant impact on the thermal
comfort of tower buildings. These findings can provide some suggestions and inspiration for the
design of overhead buildings to create a more sustainable and livable microenvironment.

Keywords: bottom-overhead building; thermal comfort; architectural design variables; SET*;
ENVI-met

1. Introduction

High-density compact cities have well-connected transportation networks and facil-
itate social interactions, continuously looking to improve economic vibrancy and devel-
opment vitality [1]. However, the dense, congested arrangement of high-rise buildings
also seriously affects the urban climate: the “wall resistance effect” abates the penetration
of natural wind into the city [2–4], which directly causes the formation of weak wind
circulation near the ground of urban high-rise residential areas with poor ventilation and
the exacerbation of the pedestrian-level wind thermal comfort [5–7]. Under the background
of emphasizing low-carbon development and reaching the peak of carbon emissions, allevi-
ating the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect plays an essential role in energy conservation and
emission reduction countermeasures.

Many studies have indicated that the overhead ground floor of buildings can introduce
fresh air [8–14], promote air circulation, and speed up the removal of moisture and heat,
thereby ameliorating the thermal environment [15–20]. It is beneficial to use an architectural
design method to alleviate the UHI effect and enhance pedestrian-level comfort around the
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building. In the bottom-overhead design, some walls or windows are removed from the
ground floor of a single building or building group to keep a certain distance between the
main functional area and the ground [8], whose space presents a comparatively penetrating
state. Most of the overhead buildings’ main structures are elevated from the ground by
columns, shear walls, or a central core, either individually or a combination of all three [11].
As a mountain city with low wind velocity and a lack of wind resources [21], it has been
proven that Chongqing has suitable terrain and climate adaptability in long-term practice.
However, considering global warming, an average rising trend of 0.10 ◦C/decade was
found for the annual mean temperature in Chongqing [21], which is much higher than
the global rising trend of 0.074 ◦C/decade, indicating a higher degree of urban warming
in Chongqing. Correspondingly, the overall level of the outdoor thermal environment in
summer in Chongqing is steadily decreasing. Even if the overhead design is adopted, the
space underneath a building may not maintain a comfortable atmosphere. Therefore, a
more exemplary identification of the influence factors of the overhead floor environment is
necessary for inspiring more appropriate designs.

Owing to its architectural characteristics and functions, the overhead design has been
widely applied in southern China and subtropical south-eastern Asia. Some scholars
have studied the impact on the microclimate environment of the overhead floor in the
aspect of the design variables of buildings. For example, Chalermwat et al. [22] selected
the typical traditional folk house forms with an overhead floor and studied the building
arrangement direction and density effects on the wind field. In recent years, inspired by the
adoption of overhead buildings in mainland China, many scholars and teams have started
to promote and study the use of overhead buildings. Du et al. [13] quantitatively analyzed
the differences in the comfort of buildings in terms of wind environment with four shapes of
“—", “�”, “L” and “U”, and with and without the lift-up design using the CFD simulation
technique. Zhang et al. [23,24] conducted wind tunnel tests on 28 overhead building
models by changing the size and shape of the center core and found that the height of the
core is the most influential factor. Additionally, Chew and Norford [9] also recommend
modifying the corners of a central core to enlarge the area where there are acceptable
wind conditions for pedestrians. After this, Du et al. [25] revealed that the number of
center cores is another important parameter, perhaps only second to the center core aspect
ratio. Chen and Mak [26] evaluated pedestrian-level wind (PLW) comfort around isolated
overhead buildings with 22 unconventional configurations (including polygonal, slab-like,
cruciform, trident, and assembled models). Some studies have comprehensively used
thermal comfort evaluation indicators. Xia et al. [11] investigated pedestrian-level wind
flow and thermal comfort of the overhead design in three different types of buildings with
wind tunnel tests. A.U. Weerasuriya et al. [27] defined the wind velocity comfort standard
and Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) equivalent temperature comfort range to
evaluate the optimum lift-up designs obtained by the optimization algorithm. Furthermore,
the Mean Wind Velocity Ratio (MVR) and PET were also chosen by Chen [14] and Du
et al. [28]. Chen evaluated the comprehensive impact of building height and upstream
buildings on pedestrian comfort around overhead buildings. Du et al. developed a multi-
stage optimization method to determine the optimum wind environment and thermal
comfort around buildings with a lift-up design in an ideal urban canyon.

The studies mentioned above involved various influential factors and provided pro-
found findings and insightful research directions related to overhead buildings. However,
most of them only utilized wind parameters to evaluate environmental quality. Certain
studies [18,27–35] indicated that the outdoor thermal environment is relatively complex
and needs comprehensive evaluation indexes to be assessed quantitatively rather than indi-
vidual meteorological parameters. Additionally, most studies adopted traditional and ideal
rectangular or square-plan building models with a single overhead form whose variables
only included building dimensions and core size. The resulting optimized building model
may not suit actual construction and use. This study thereby aims to fill this research gap.
After sufficiently investigating the current situation of the ground floor overhead space
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of high-rise residential buildings in Chongqing, this paper summarizes the crucial design
variables of overhead buildings: building configuration, number of buildings continuously
arranged, aspect ratio, overhead form, overhead space height, overhead space enclosure
position, and openness degree. Then, two representative configurations of high-rise resi-
dential buildings in Chongqing with different design variables are selected and modified
as test models. ENVI-met simulations are utilized to reproduce the thermal environment in
the overhead area as this software has been widely used for microclimate measurement,
urban open space (such as blocks, courtyards, and green infrastructure) analysis, heat
island, and thermal comfort in previous studies [36–39]. Its accuracy is first calibrated by
comparing the on-site measurement data. The modified Standard Effective Temperature
(SET*) is selected to evaluate pedestrian thermal comfort, whose numerical range of comfort
identification of the simulation results is delimited in combination with the questionnaire
survey results of the Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV) of local occupants.

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the method-
ology used in this study, including on-site measurement, ENVI-met software and its
calibration, comfort evaluation methods, and a detailed description of the building models
with different design variables. Then, Section 3 explains the simulation and thermal comfort
evaluation results. Quantitative analysis and discussion are conducted to examine the effect
of design variables on the thermal comfort of overhead buildings. Several limitations of
this study and future work are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study.

2. Methodology
2.1. Methodological Framework

The methodological framework of this study is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, we con-
ducted field investigations to characterize the design variables of the overhead floors of
existing high-rise residential buildings, simultaneously measured their thermal environ-
ment, and questioned the thermal sensation of space users and activists. Then, building
models were constructed and parameterized by using ENVI-met. The observed air tem-
perature (Ta) and relative humidity (RH) were compared with the results predicted by
ENVI-met to calibrate the simulation performance. Furthermore, the calculated SET* value
and survey results of TSV from the crowd are linearly fitted to obtain a thermal comfort
zone. Additionally, 25 building models with different design variables are established and
simulated, respectively, to predict the impact of each variable on the thermal environment
and thermal comfort of the overhead area. The assorted simulated results are compared to
acquire rules and conclusions.

2.2. On-Site Measurement

According to the investigation results of the existing high-rise overhead residential
buildings in Chongqing, China, the overhead buildings are concentrated mainly in the
high-density downtown areas. Yubei District is recognized as the core living area of
Chongqing with generally more recently built high-rise buildings, with an abundance of
the overhead form and overall design. Therefore, this survey and measurement study in
this section was conducted in Zhongyu I-City (29.6◦ N, 106.54◦ E), No. 333, Donghu South
Road; Gongyuan Zhishang (29.59◦ N, 106.55◦ E), No.99, Wenhui Road and Shangyu Street
Park Alley (29.59◦ N, 106.55◦ E), No.1, Shangyu Street, Yubei District, central Chongqing,
China, as shown in Figure 2. Considering that the annual maximum temperature is mainly
in August in Chongqing [40], during which the students are spending their summer
vacation at home and residents are more willing to gather in the overhead space, the
measurements were conducted on seven sunny days from 5 August to 12 August 2021.
Micro-meteorological stations equipped with Louver radiation shields [41] were used to
measure air temperature and relative humidity at the pedestrian level (i.e., 1.5 m above
the ground) with accuracy values of ±0.2 ◦C and ±2.5%, respectively. The fixed stations
were set up within the overhead space and their locations are shown in Figure 2. The
Ta and RH were automatically recorded with an interval of 30 min. After extracting the
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data from the data logger, the average for each quarter was calculated. Wind velocity was
tested by mobile transverse measurement using handheld anemometers with an accuracy
of ±0.1 m/s. Surveyors were required to change their positions in the overhead area every
30 min while keeping the anemometers at the same level.
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2.3. ENVI-Met Simulation
2.3.1. Details of ENVI-Met Model

ENVI-met is a three-dimensional microclimate continuous numerical simulation soft-
ware used to calculate the urban environment model [42]. It can be updated dynamically
according to the thermal conditions and the driving forces of wind and solar radiation with
a fast calculation velocity [43,44]. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the ENVI-met
model layout. It comprises a three-dimensional main model, one-dimensional boundary
model, soil model, and nested grid. The 1D model establishes a connection between the
boundary conditions of the 3D model and the atmospheric boundary conditions up to
2500 m in the vertical direction [45] to realize the continuation and transformation between
both boundary conditions and increase the simulation accuracy.

The core of the model is to calculate the impact of the underlying urban surface on
the regional climate environment by simulating the thermal stress relationship between
the building’s external surface, vegetation, and the atmosphere. The basic equations
from the physical model are related to (a) mean airflow, (b) temperature and humidity,
(c) turbulence and exchange processes, and (d) radiative fluxes [45,46]. The complete
model system includes additional models such as biometeorological or particle dispersion
models. Taleghani et al. [45] described the mean airflow as an example to illustrate the basic
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concept of three-dimensional turbulent flow given by the non-hydrostatic incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations in the Boussinesq-approximated form. In addition, Bruse and
Fleer [42] also widely explained the calculations of temperature, humidity, turbulence,
exchange processes, and vegetation resistance. These calculation models and equations
constitute the basis of the simulations of this study.
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2.3.2. Calibration of ENVI-Met

In this step, the accuracy and stability of ENVI-met 4.4 models (the three residential
quarters were used as samples) were calibrated through a comparison between field
measurements and simulation results. The three-dimensional geometric information,
building size, and soil database were derived from engineering construction drawings
and field measurements. To overcome the influence of the initialization (6 h) and to
reduce the computation time, the simulations were started on two typical sunny, hot, and
windless summer days, 5 and 9 August 2021, at 00:00 am for a continuous 24 h period.
The following is a detailed description of the simulation and calibration study of Zhongyu
I-city, Chongqing, as an example.

The simulation position is at the pedestrian height of 1.5 m. In order to ensure the
boundary conditions of the simulation target area accurately reflect the real situation, the
calculation domain was expanded by an area of 57,600 m2 (240 m × 240 m) and was modeled
up to a vertical height of 180 m. The model grid resolution was set as 1 × 1 × 6, which
meant the building models were established in the grid space of 240 × 240 × 30. The vertical
grids were performed with an equidistant division of 5 layers, and then the lowest layer was
divided into six layers with each layer being 1 m. Additionally, to minimize boundary effects,
five nested grids were added to move the horizontal boundary away from the study area to
ensure the stability of the simulation [47].

On the basis of the definitions of different types of plants and underlying surfaces
coming with ENVI-met preloaded database, lawn (xx) and tree (ds) were selected as
vegetation and asphalt road (s), hardstand (p), and soil (l) were selected as the underlying
surface in the tested model (Figure 4). The meteorological data from the field measurements
and nearby weather stations were derived to initialize the simulation and force hourly
temperature and humidity distribution. Forced lateral boundary conditions were used to
initialize the mode [47]. The albedo and thermal conductance of the building envelope and
other relevant initial parameter values are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Initial parameters values and conditions used in the simulations.

Parameters and Conditions First Day Second Day

Simulation day 5 August 2021 9 August 2021
Simulation period 24 h (00:00–24:00)

Wind velocity, 10 m above ground 1 m/s 1.5 m/s
Wind direction NE SW

Initial air temperature 303 K (=29 ◦C) 304 K (=30 ◦C)
Relative humidity, at 1.5 m 62% 59%

Domain size 240 × 240 × 30
Grid spatial resolution dx = 1, dy = 1, dz = 6

Albedo 0.5 (roofs), 0.3 (walls)
Thermal conductance 0.84 (W/m·K) (roofs), 0.81 (W/m·K) (walls)

Lateral boundary
conditions (LBC)

LBC for temperature and
humidity Forced

LBC for turbulence Cyclic
time step 1 h

The measured and simulated air temperature and relative humidity during 7:00 am–
21:00 pm, on 5th and 9th of August are compared in Figure 5 (respectively (a), (b), (c), and
(d)). In the comparison of air temperature, it is found that the simulated air temperature
on the 9th is basically consistent with the measured situation. The peak of simulated air
temperature is 0.3 ◦C higher than the peak of according to the measurement while on
the different occurrence time. Besides, there are some deviations between the 5th-day
simulation and measured data, of which the maximum deviation is 1.2 ◦C. As shown in
Figure 4c,d, the comparison of relative humidity depicts that the trend of simulated data is
roughly in accordance with the measured situation with maximum deviations of 4% and
5% for each day. However, the simulated value is slightly larger than the measured ones
as a whole between 15:00 pm and 17:00 pm. The reasons for the disagreement between
the results could be the fact that ENVI-met does not include sky situation and cloudiness
in its input parameters and the actual environment also contains the heat and moisture
dissipation of human bodies, equipment, waters, and greenness. In addition, the simulation
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building properties were set up with the same thermal conductivity and emissivity, which
was different from the actual situation and led to certain deviations.
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Figure 5. Comparison between measured and simulated values of air temperature and relative
humidity from 70:00 to 21:00 on 5 and 9 August, where (a) is the Ta value on 5 August; (b) is the Ta
value on 9 August; (c) is the RH value on 5 August; and (d) is the RH value on 9 August.

ENVI-met has been previously validated in different climates and countries such as
China [48,49], Japan [50], Singapore [51], Germany [42], the Netherlands [45], USA [52] and
UAE [53]. Tsoka [54] summarized 189 studies and concluded that the model maintained
high accuracy and reliability in different regions worldwide. Taleghani et al. [45] also found
that larger calculation domains would cause smaller simulation errors in the boundary
sensitivity check process. The mean error between simulations and measurement data
was tested using the statistical method Coefficient of Variance in Root mean Square Error
(CVRMSE) and was found to be under acceptable limits, i.e., below 10% [37]. Therefore, to
sum up, the rest of the simulations in this research have the same reliability with regard to
using ENVI-met as the research tool.

2.4. Output Parameters and Thermal Comfort Criterion

On the one hand, the quality of the thermal environment and comfort cannot be
evaluated by single climate parameter indicators; on the other hand, due to its diverse forms,
configurations, sizes, and occupants’ activities that are bound to affect the distribution
of solar radiation and wind field, the overhead space could have various microclimate
conditions. The main evaluation mechanism indices of thermal comfort indicators include
Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) [55], Standard Effective Temperature (SET), Outdoor SET
(OUT_SET) [56], Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET) [57], and Universal Thermal
Climate Index (UTCI) [58]. Among them, PET and UTCI are considered to be appropriate
but sometimes complicated indexes for evaluating outdoor thermal comfort [29,59]. PMV
and SET are used in indoor evaluations; hence, errors will occur when they are directly used
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in outdoor thermal comfort assessments [60]. However, overhead space can be regarded as
semi-outer space owing to its particular functional properties and the existence of enclosure
structures. Therefore, the air temperature, humidity, and wind velocity are taken as the
output variables of thermal environment simulations, and SET* is used as the thermal
comfort evaluation index.

SET* is defined as the equivalent air temperature of an isothermal environment at 50%
RH in which a subject, while wearing clothing standardized for the activity concerned,
has the same heat stress (skin temperature Tsk) and thermoregulatory strain (skin wetness,
w) as in the actual environment [61]. Scholars [29,30,62–65] from many countries and
regions have studied the relationship between thermal sensation and SET*(or PMV) in
different specific space environments. The research indicates that people in different regions
have different adaptability for various reasons, resulting in significant differences in the
thermal comfort zone and thermal sensation. Therefore, in the specific bottom-overhead
space in Chongqing during summer, it is necessary to delimit the thermal comfort zone in
combination with the actual thermal sensation of occupants.

Jin [65] proposed a more suitable establishment method of thermal adaptation models
in China by analyzing de Dear [66,67] and Humphreys’ studies. Based on his method,
this study first conducted a series of questionnaire surveys and interviews of users in the
overhead space of three residential quarters where on-site measurements were conducted.
There are seven levels of TSV [68], with the investigation contents and options being set
as cold, slightly cold, cool, moderate, warm, slightly hot, and hot, corresponding to the
numbers−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, forming a “−3 to 3” thermal sensation scale.
Secondly, SET* values corresponding to each time point during the on-site measurement
were calculated by using the tested Ta, RH, and wind velocity. The uniform average value
of clothing resistance is 3.3 clo. There were two kinds of activities: meditation (1 met:
56.2 W/m2) and walking (2 met: 116.3 W/m2). Then, a linear regression model of TSV
and SET* was fitted by counting the TSVs of each calculated SET* with an interval of
1◦C. According to Jin and Fanger [55,65], the comfort range is defined as enabling 80% of
participants to achieve a satisfactory sensation, corresponding to TSV = 0.85. Consequently,
the thermal comfort zone of SET* in this study was calculated as 22.1 ◦C to 28.8 ◦C, and the
neutral temperature was 25.4 ◦C. Hence, SET* = 25.4 ◦C is assumed to be the most desirable
temperature for pedestrians. When the SET* value is over 25.4 ◦C, the smaller the SET*
value, the better the thermal comfort.

2.5. Description of Tested Building Design Variables and Case Arrangement

The standard functional layer of high-rise residential buildings generally arranges
multiple houses of different sizes around the vertical traffic core, whose basic configuration
has been practically stereotyped into two types in present China: slab-like and tower
building (abbreviated as SB and TB). The plane of the overhead space is characterized in
line with the standard layer as well. Compared with tower buildings, the slab-like building
has a significantly larger width than depth, fewer numbers of households on the standard
layer, and several units are frequently abreast together, while the plane of tower buildings
is generally square but with varied outline appearances, their units are arranged in an
independent scattered form, with less continuity.

Therefore, this study chose Zhongyu I-city and Gongyuan Zhishang residential quar-
ters as the reference prototypes, representing slab-like and tower building, respectively, to
establish the benchmark models, as shown in Figure 6. The models were assumed to have
no interference from other buildings around the simulation area. They were simplified and
facade elements were eliminated, such as window opening or a concavo–convex surface,
and the underlying surface material around the tested objects was established according to
the actual situation. Then, based on the characteristics and spatial range of overhead resi-
dential buildings, the design variables were divided into two categories: the architectural
form and the design elements of bottom-overhead space. As the building height has been
proved to influence the comfort around overhead floors [1,8,11], the design variables in
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terms of building form mainly considered the width depth ratio (W/D) and the quantity of
slab-like buildings continuously arranged. As for the design variables of overhead space,
the research focuses on the height of the overhead floor (h), overhead form, enclosures
position, and openness degree (OP). The detailed information regarding these variables is
described in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 6. Benchmark building model: (a) slab-like building;(b) tower building.

In the field investigation, it was found that only the most slab-like high-rise residential
buildings would be arranged continuously in practice. The benchmark model of slab build-
ings was a continuous arrangement of two units without space in the middle. Therefore,
the arrangement numbers varied; one unit was placed independently (SB1) and three units
were placed continuously (SB2). The slab-like benchmark model has an aspect ratio of
2, while the tower benchmark model has one of 1.33. According to the common plane
of residential buildings of Chongqing, for both types of other tested models, the width
remained unchanged, and their aspect ratios were set as 1.66 (SB3, TB1), 1.33 (SB4), and
1 (TB2), respectively.

Additionally, based on the survey results, the overhead forms were mainly divided
into complete-overhead (SB0, TB0), partial-overhead (SB5, TB3), and semi-overhead (SB6,
TB4) types. The complete-overhead type refers to the whole floor space being all lift-up
except the entrance hall and central core tube necessary for traffic; the partial-overhead
type is when a small part of the overhead space is open while the rest is erected with
compact solid structure; and the semi-overhead type means that there is height difference
or artificially elevated bottom interface of the space, as illustrated in Figure 7. In models of
previous studies, it was presumed that the overhead area was completely open without any
enclosure structures such as walls or pillars, but the actual state is not this case: different
enclosure types, amounts, and positions have a great impact on the permeability of and the
degree of peripheral heat radiation of the area. The slab-like benchmark model adopted
a complete-overhead form, which was open on the north and south sides and enclosed
on the east and west sides, forming an enclosure position of opposite sides. The tower
benchmark model was fully open without any enclosure. Therefore, for slab-like buildings,
the enclosure position variables were single sided (SB8), adjacent two sided (SB9), three
sided (SB10); for tower buildings, they were single-sided (TB7), opposite-two-sided (TB8),
and adjacent-two-sided (TB9). In addition, the openness degree was defined as the open
area/side area, and set as 1–0.75 (SB0, TB10), 0.75–0.5 (SB11, TB0) and 0.5–0.25 (SB12, TB11).
Models related to the height of overhead space were tested at h = 4 m, 5 m, and 6 m. Thus,
as shown in Table 2, there were 25 building models (including benchmark model) and all
heights were 90 m high (H).
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of relevant design variables of tested building models (including 3D
view of the model, three overhead forms, and five enclosure positions.).

Table 2. Details of the 25 building models.

Model Building (m) Bottom-Overhead Space (m)

Width (W) Depth (D) W/D Number and
Continuity

Overhead
Form Height (h) Enclosure Position Openness

Degree

SB0 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB1 30 15 2 1 Complete 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB2 30 15 2 3, no distance Complete 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB3 24 15 1.66 2, no distance Complete 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB4 18 15 1.33 2, no distance Complete 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB5 30 15 2 2, no distance Partial 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB6 30 15 2 2, no distance Semi 5 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB7 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 6 Opposite sides 1–0.75

SB8 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 5 One side 1–0.75

SB9 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 5 Adjacent sides 1–0.75

SB10 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 5 three sides 1–0.75

SB11 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 5 Opposite sides 0.75–0.5

SB12 30 15 2 2, no distance Complete 5 Opposite sides 0.5–0.25

TB0 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 4 No side 0.75–0.5

TB1 40 24 1.66 2, with distance Complete 4 No side 0.75–0.5

TB2 24 24 1 2, with distance Complete 4 No side 0.75–0.5

TB3 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Partial 4 No side 0.75–0.5

TB4 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Semi 4 No side 0.75–0.5

TB5 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 5 No side 0.75–0.5

TB6 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 6 No side 0.75–0.5

TB7 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 4 One side 0.75–0.5

TB8 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 4 Opposite sides 0.75–0.5

TB9 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 4 Adjacent sides 0.75–0.5

TB10 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 4 No side 1–0.75

TB11 32 24 1.33 2, with distance Complete 4 No side 0.5–0.25
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3. Results

As 15:00 pm is the most extreme time of summer thermal environment in a day in
Chongqing [40], the Ta, RH, and wind velocity of each case at 15:00 pm were selected as the
research object. Because ENVI-met cannot intuitively display the distribution of SET* in the
overhead area, the visual numerical legend was divided into 20 intervals firstly. Then, the
values of Ta, RH, and wind velocity with the largest occupied area were calculated as the
representative values by the process of color and area recognition. Thirdly, combined with
the relevant parameters of SET* given in Section 2 (such as clothing resistance and occupants
activities), the representative values of SET* used as the evaluation basis were calculated by
a calculation program. Figure 8 shows the maximum, minimum, and representative values
of Ta, RH, wind velocity, and SET* values within the overhead area of each simulation
building model, respectively.
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Figure 8. Statistics of simulation results of 25 building models: (a) air temperature, (b) relative
humidity, (c) wind velocity, and (d) SET*.

In terms of air temperature, all values of all models are distributed at 32.2–37.6 ◦C. TB2
has the largest Ta of all models and SB10 has the smallest. The representative values of most
models are distributed between their Ta, max and Ta, min and are closer to the minimum
value. It should be noted that the Ta, rep of SB2, SB10, TB0, and TB4 are almost equal to the
Ta, min. In terms of relative humidity, the numerical distribution is 48–58%. For SB models,
most of the numerical distributions are relatively consistent, but SB9 has the maximum
relative humidity difference, up to 6%. SB10 has the maximum RHmin value of all models:
54.4%. In addition, the RHmax of SB10, SB12, TB1, TB8, and TB9 are also RHrep in the
overhead areas. The wind speed distribution range is 0.12−1.5 m/s. The overhead areas of
TB8, TB9, and TB10 have the maximum wind velocity difference: 1.38 m/s. However, SB10
is abnormal with the three values being the same: 0.12 m/s. As presented in Figure 8d,
the representative values of SET* of all models are over the neutral temperature: 25.4 ◦C.
Among them, SB2 and SB6 have the minimum SET*, while SB5 has the maximum.
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3.1. Thermal Environment Results of Building Configuration Variables
3.1.1. General Thermal Impact in the Lift-Up Area

Figure 9 shows the simulation results of the thermal environment of slab-like bench-
mark building model (SB0) and the tower benchmark building model (TB0), respectively. It
can be found that the Ta distribution characteristics of overhead space in slab-like buildings
are more obvious than in tower buildings but both perform as a generally gradual increase
from the inside middle part to the outside. The distribution feature of RH is similar to those
of Ta but displays a decline tendency on numerical value. The overall RH distribution in
SB0 is relatively even, while a high RH is mainly concentrated in the north part in TB0 with
a dot radiation form. In terms of wind velocity, both models have high wind velocity on
both sides of the building, indicating the blocking effect of the building on the incoming
wind. The SET* values of SB0 and TB0 are 27.6 ◦C and 27.9 ◦C, respectively, within the
thermal comfort zone.
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3.1.2. Comparison of Continuous Arrangement Number of Slab-like Buildings

Figure 10 shows the simulation results of SB1 and SB2, respectively. Comparing the
numerical results of SB0 and thermal distribution in the overhead area, it can be found that
Ta has an obvious decreases trend with the increase in continuous unit quantities. When a
single slab house is arranged, the Ta in the overhead area is concentrated approximately
at 36.3 ◦C with slight differences between north and south sides. Additionally, the more
units of slab-like building arranged, the lower Ta of the outer space on the leeward side.
On the windward side, RH is slightly lower and higher on the leeward side, keeping a
relatively stable state with increasing quantity. However, the variation law of wind velocity
is opposite to that of Ta. With the increase in the number of buildings in parallel, there
is a significantly enlarged wind velocity area in the center of the overhead floor, and the
representative value of wind velocity also increases in turn. The SET* of SB1, SB0 and SB2
are 27.9 ◦C, 27.6 ◦C and 27.5 ◦C, respectively, which tend to be more approaching to the
neutral value, indicating that increasing the arranged numbers of the slab-like building can
improve the overhead area’s satisfactory thermal comfort state as a result of the interaction
between the overall building and the external environment.
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3.1.3. Effects of Different W/D

Comparing the results of SB0 with SB3 and SB4, TB0 with TB1 and TB2 (Figure 11)
in combination with Figure 8, it can be seen that the change in aspect ratio of two kinds
of buildings will both cause changes in Ta, RH and wind velocity on the overhead floor,
which is manifested by the decrease in W/D can simultaneously increase Ta and decrease
RH and wind velocity slightly. However, unlike the evident difference of Ta between the
north and south sides of TB cases, a decrease in aspect ratio causes a certain decrease in
such a difference. As for thermal comfort evaluation indexes, with aspect ratio decreases,
the SET* value of two types of buildings will both gradually increase and deviate from
the neutral temperature. TB2′s SET*(29.0 ◦C) even exceeds the thermal comfort zone with
W/D = 1, which may be mainly because reducing the aspect ratio leads to a smaller range
of the overhead floor but more deeply impacted by the external environment such as solar
radiation and outside temperature. Meanwhile, when the aspect ratio decreases, if the
internal structure remains unchanged, the ventilation will worsen, which also leads to a
lower wind velocity and worse thermal comfort.

3.2. Thermal Environment Results of Overhead Area Variables
3.2.1. Effects of Overhead Form

The thermal environment simulation results of SB5, SB6, TB3, and TB4 are shown in
Figure 12, respectively. Based on the comparison with the benchmark building models,
for cases of the SB models, the Ta difference between the complete-overhead form and
the semi-overhead form is small with a close representative Ta value. However, the value
of partial-overhead form is vastly higher. In the aspect of RH, there was no significant
difference among the three forms. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that in the partial-
overhead form, the internal wind velocity is nearly 0 m/s, which may be because of various
enclosure structures and components with a large area severely affecting the wind field
distribution of the overhead area and forming a windless space. In addition, the SET*
values of SB5 and SB6 are 27.5 ◦C and 30.1 ◦C. SB6 has the largest SET* most configuration
among the 25 building models, which means the partial-overhead form of the slab-like
building brings the most uncomfortable and unacceptable pedestrian thermal environment,
while the effect difference between the complete-overhead and semi-overhead types is
inapparent.
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For the cases of the TB models, the thermal environment distribution is similar to
those of SB models. The TB3 model adopts the partial-overhead form and has the highest
representative Ta value among all models, up to 36.7 ◦C, but this is a significantly lower
RH than those of the other two forms with representative value difference close to 2%.
However, there is no apparent difference in the SET* value among the three TB models
compared with SB models. The author speculates that this may be comprehensively related
to the impact of the different aspect ratios of the slab-like and tower building.

3.2.2. Effects of Overhead Space’s Height

As shown in Figures 8 and 13, the Ta and wind velocity of the two types of cases
increase slightly with the increase in the overhead floor height; on the contrary, RH shows
a decreasing trend. In terms of the overall situation of thermal comfort, heightening the
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overhead area results in an increase in SET*. When the height is 6 m, the SET* reaches the
maximum value (28.2 ◦C) among the case models and the corresponding thermal comfort
is also the worst, probably because the higher layer introduces more solar radiation and
leads to a faster heating rate in summer.
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3.2.3. Variation of Enclosure Position

Figure 14a,b show the thermal environment simulation results of SB8, SB9, SB10,
and TB7, TB8, TB9, respectively. In actual overhead buildings, the setting and number of
enclosure structures also determine the opening of overhead floors, which directly affects
heat conduction, radiation, and convection. Compared with SB0, it can be found that the
Ta changes greatly under the four enclosure forms for slab-like buildings. The one-sided
enclosure position mode (SB8) has the highest representative value of Ta: 36.3 ◦C, followed
by the opposite-two-sided (SB0), and the minimum value appears in the three-sided case
(SB10) with 32.2 ◦C. RH differs as well. Contrary to the situation of Ta, SB8 has the smallest
RH value and SB10 has the largest, with a difference of up to 8%. SB0 has the largest wind
velocity, followed by SB8 and SB10, where the wind velocity is close to 0. The existence of
an enclosure structure directly affects the inlet and outlet and direction of airflow. Moreover,
SB0 (opposite-two-sided) has the smallest SET* value, so it is also the most comfortable
enclosure position case. The next is SB8 (single sided) and then SB9 (adjacent two sided).
The maximum value comes from SB10 (three sided). Although this case reduces the radiant
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heat in the overhead area, the enclosed space also makes it difficult for heat and moisture
to diffuse.

Differently, for the cases of the TB models, the Ta and wind velocity are with no appar-
ent variation in the four enclosure forms. As for RH, TB0 has the smallest representative
value, followed by TB8, and TB9 has the largest. Hence, the SET* value is basically the
same, indicating that the difference of enclosure position has no significant effect on the
thermal comfort of the overhead area in tower building.

3.2.4. Effects of Openness Degree

Previous studies on overhead buildings mostly assumed the openness degree to be
1.0 (completely wide open). In practice, the open surface of the overhead floor will have
different opening degrees due to the existence of structural columns and shear walls.
Figure 15 shows the thermal environment simulation results of SB11, SB12, TB10, and TB11.
The Ta and wind velocity of all cases present a decreasing trend with the decrease in the
openness degree, while the RH increases gradually. Among these, the RH of TB11 reaches
52.5% with an openness degree of 0.5–0.25. Furthermore, the relative optimum thermal
comfort is obtained for both cases with an openness degree of 0.75–0.5.
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4. Discussion

This study comprehensively analyzed the pedestrian-level thermal environment of
high-rise overhead residential buildings with different architectural design variables. The
results show that the overhead design can effectively improve pedestrian-level thermal
comfort, which is consistent with previous findings. Previous work focused more on
the wind environment under and around overhead buildings and they found that the
wind speeds are adequate to achieve outdoor thermal comfort on a hot, warm, sunny,
summer day [20,69]. However, the simulation results of this study show that the overall
air circulation in the overhead area has a relatively low velocity. On the one hand, the
geographical location of Chongqing is not like coastal Hong Kong, which belongs to the
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windless region, especially in high-density blocks; on the other hand, previous tested
models mainly consider the overhead building with central cores [8,11,12,14,15,20,23–28],
which may induce the minimum disturbance to the wind flow in the overhead area, while
the simulation models of our study also contain envelope structures such as peripheral
columns and shear walls. Therefore, it also indicated that only researching the wind
environment was insufficient to improve pedestrian-level thermal comfort.

This study took slab-like and tower buildings as the benchmark models. Differently,
the models were derived from the actual residential quarters rather than with the ideal
rectangle plan. As for the results of various building variables, we found that the higher the
overhead height, the better the thermal comfort of the overhead area. This is in accordance
with the results of previous studies. In the experiments of Du et al. [25,28], five models
with overhead heights of 4–8 m were set, of which the 8 m model has the greatest wind
thermal comfort. We also found that the environment tended to be more comfortable when
the aspect ratio increased. The same results appeared in the works of Zhang [24] and
Wen [70]. They indicated that a wide arcade layout (lift-up area) was more favorable in
improving the air circulation and wind comfort. In addition, the results also indicated that
when the number of buildings arranged continuously increases, the thermal comfort will
be better. Although there was no such variable in previous studies, the number of cores
has been investigated and they found a positive correlation with the comfort of overhead
areas [14,25,27]. Other design variables such as overhead form, enclosure position, and
openness degrees are the innovation of this paper. Despite achieving many findings, some
inevitable limitations exist.

• The outcome of this study is based on the residential building models and meteorolog-
ical data measured in Chongqing, so the results may only be applied to other areas
owning similar summer climates and architectural forms to Chongqing.

• In the simulation experiment, other influential factors such as various barriers ex-
cluding vegetation in the overhead area (such as installed public facilities, parked
transportation tools, and so forth.), complex and irregular construction forms (such
as outdoor corridors, curved walls, and so forth.), surrounding buildings and fickle
meteorological conditions (such as wind direction and gusts) were eliminated. The
application to real environment conditions should be considered in the future.

• Although a series of design variables of bottom-overhead space was classified and
demonstrated the influence law of thermal comfort, further investigation is still re-
quired to determine the optimum variables and their combination.

5. Conclusions

This study adopted ENVI-met to simulate and test the effects of architectural design
variables of high-rise overhead residential buildings on the thermal comfort of overhead
floor area. The simulation experiment selected two common residential building configura-
tions (slab-like and tower) as the benchmarks and divided the design elements into two
categories: architectural form and overhead space design variables. The former included
three kinds of slab-like building arrangement quantities (one, two, and three units) and
four width-depth ratios (W/D = 1, 1.33, 1.66, and 2); the latter included three overhead
forms (complete-overhead, partial-overhead, and semi-overhead types), three overhead
floor heights (h = 4, 5 and 6 m), five enclosure positions (one-sided, opposite-two-sided,
adjacent-two-sided and three-sided) and three openness degrees (OP = 1–0.75, 0.75–0.5,
0.5–0.25). The main findings can be summarized as follows:

1. The architectural form of overhead residential buildings has a significant impact on the
thermal comfort of overhead floors. When the number of building units continuously
arranged increases, the overhead floor area has a more comfortable environmental
state. In addition, the value of the aspect ratio also has a relatively large impact on
thermal comfort. With the increase in the single building aspect ratio, the SET* value
tends to be closer to the neutral temperature of the comfort zone.
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2. The form and height of the overhead floor have a certain impact on the pedestrian-
level thermal comfort. In general, the complete-overhead or large-scale overhead
of slab-like building can increase the depth of the overhead floor, so as to improve
thermal comfort. The partial-overhead form of slab-like building has the most uncom-
fortable SET* value (30.1 ◦C), while the semi-overhead form has the most comfortable
SET* value (27.5 ◦C) among all 25 models. For tower buildings, thermal comfort is not
significantly influenced by overhead forms. Additionally, heightening the overhead
floors can be conducive to ventilation, but brings in more solar radiation too, thus
comprehensively worsening the thermal comfort of space. In the respect of enclosure
position and openness degree, for slab-like buildings, when the enclosure position
is on the opposite sides, the openness degree of the side interface is 0.75–0.5, the
overall thermal comfort can be better. However, the enclosure position rules do not
necessarily apply to thermal comfort in the tower building.

3. Oriented by improving the pedestrian-level thermal comfort of the bottom-overhead
area of high-rise residential buildings in summer, this paper puts forward some design
strategies:

• Give priority to the use of slab-like building configuration with the aspect ratio
of more than 2.0 and with several units continuously arrangement layout.

• Semi-overhead and complete-overhead forms should be selected as the top
preferences, and the height of the overhead area shall be controlled at 4–5 m in
combination with the actual design.

• When it comes to the enclosure construction of the overhead area, give priority to
the transparent enclosure. Adopting the opposite-two-sided enclosure position
can be a better alternative, but also consider the wind direction of the site to
guide the enclosure design. Moreover, the openness degree can be controlled
between 0.75 and 0.5.

The above findings and suggestions enrich the knowledge of how building variables
influence thermal comfort under overhead buildings, which can help and inspire architects
to make good use of design in high-density cities, so as to provide more comfortable
summer activity environment for urban residents, and contribute to alleviating the heat
island effect, energy conservation and carbon reduction.
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Nomenclature

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
clo Thermal resistance of clothing
CVRMSE Coefficient of Variance in Root mean Square Error
D Building depth
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
GA Genetic Algorithm
h Overhead height
H Building height
Met Metabolic equivalent
MVR Mean Wind Velocity Ratio
NE North-East
OP Openness Degree
OUT_SET Outdoor SET
PET Physiological Equivalent Temperature
PLW Pedestrian-level Wind
PMV Predicted Mean Vote
RH Relative Humidity
RSM Response Surface Method
SB Slab-like Building
SET* Standard Effective Temperature
SW South-West
Ta Air temperature
TB Tower building
Ta, rep Representative value of Ta in the overhead area
Tsk Skin temperature
TSV Thermal Sensation Vote
UHI Urban Heat Island
UTCI Universal Thermal Climate Index
W Building width
w Skin wetness
W/D Aspect ratio
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